A novel method for performing color image recognition by the use of the coherent joint-transform correlator is introduced. The input plane of the proposed method is a spatial rearrangement of the separation into color channels of both the color input scene and the color target. This input plane is gray scaled and monochromatic, thus it can be displayed by the use of amplitude spatial light modulators to achieve real-time operation. The system provides a single output-plane result of the optical coherent addition of the separate channels' correlation outputs. At the output plane no electronic postprocessing is needed, and the detection decision is achieved simply by the application of threshold detection. Experimental results and computer simulations are presented to demonstrate the abilities of this system.
Introduction
One of the main trends in optics has been that concerning pattern recognition as a result of the ability of an optical system to perform a correlation in real time. However, most of the optical implementations, based either on the 4-f VanderLugt ͑VL͒ correlator 1 or on the joint-transform correlator ͑JTC͒, 2, 3 deal with monochromatic images. In real images the color information is sometimes a fundamental component for image analysis.
The inclusion of color information in an opticalcorrelator scheme has become increasingly important, especially because of the wide spread of electronic image-acquisition devices ͑such as color CCD cameras͒. These devices typically capture a color image by grabbing several color channels ͓typ-ically red, green, and blue ͑RGB͒ channels͔ simultaneously, either by the use of bandpass filters on the detector or by the use of different detectors for each band. This process converts a color image into a set of intensity-information images, representing a few separate color channels defined by the transmittance of the color image for a set of predefined wavelengths. Although the three RGB color channels are satisfactory for the human color-perception system, other applications such as remote sensing may require extra channels, usually infrared channels.
The concept of separation into color channels led to the development of multichannel optical color pattern-recognition systems. The multichannel methods perform the correlation process in parallel for all the color channels that compose the image by the utilization of coherent optical correlators that are illuminated simultaneously with a few coherent sources, each having a different wavelength. The output plane consists of a set of superimposed correlation distributions, one for every channel and each with a different wavelength, that must be analyzed independently and composed together to render the detection decision.
The multichannel method was implemented both for the VL correlator and the JTC by the spatial separation of the spectra of each color channel in the Fourier plane with a dispersive element located at the input plane. 4 -7 A different implementation method for the VL correlator that uses a single matched filter was also introduced. 8, 9 The multichannel approach can also be implemented by the use of time-multiplexing the different color channels ͑instead of the above-mentioned wavelength multiplexing͒ in a monochromatic coherent correlator. 10, 11 This way, by time-integrating the output plane, we obtain a single correlation distribution directly.
A single correlation output can also be obtained by the representation of the color image by the use of only a single information channel ͑instead of the usual three channels͒. This method encodes the color image as a phase-only distribution for a VL correlator or JTC. 12, 13 Hence the system and the output analysis are simplified at the expense of the preprocessing necessary to obtain the color-phase encoding of the input plane.
In this paper we propose a novel method for color pattern recognition that is based on the classical JTC architecture. In this method the color image is separated into the RGB color channels and displayed on a single, monochromatic, input plane, resulting in a single correlation output. The input plane is gray scaled; thus, real-time operation is possible with the use of spatial light modulators. The detection decision is achieved simply by the application of a threshold in the output plane, without any electronic postprocessing. Section 2 contains a description of the principles of multiple-input-object JTC's, and this forms the basis for the proposed method, which described in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide the computer simulations and experimental results, respectively.
Multiple-Input-Object Joint-Transform Correlator
The VL correlator, which involves complex spatialfilter synthesis, is in principle not suitable for realtime operation owing to the presence of a matched filter. Moreover, it requires a relatively accurate alignment of the spatial filter, resulting in a nonrobust system. On the other hand, the JTC has become popular in recent years owing to the possibility of real-time implementation 14, 15 and its overall simplicity. The original JTC configuration 2,3 is used to perform a correlation between only two input objects-an input scene and a target, placed side by side in the input plane. However, to better utilize the large space-bandwidth product of the JTC input plane and to use the parallel nature of optics, many researches have proposed a JTC setup capable of performing several elementary correlations simultaneously.
The general JTC case involves an input plane composed of multiple input scenes and multiple targets. Usually, researchers have concentrated on the problem of an input plane containing a single input scene and multiple targets, 16 -18 although the case of multiple input scenes and a single target has also been investigated. 19 Both cases require that the cross correlations at the output plane between every input scene and every target will be distinct and will not overlap with each other or with other correlation terms ͑autocorrelation terms and cross correlations between any pair of either input scenes or targets͒. This requirement will not be fulfilled unless the input scenes are placed sufficiently far from the targets.
Let us consider a general case of an arrangement of N objects ͑either input scenes or targets͒ at the input plane of a JTC. The input plane p͑ x, y͒ is represented by
where ͑a K , b K ͒ is the position of the object f K ͑ x, y͒ at the input plane. The intensity distribution I͑, ͒ at the joint-spectrum plane is
where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. F K ͑, ͒ is the Fourier transform of the object f K and ͑, ͒ are the spatial-frequency coordinates at the joint-spectrum plane. After the second Fourier transform, the field distribution at the output plane O͑ xЈ, yЈ͒ is given by
where the correlation C KJ between the objects f K and f J is defined as
In Eq. ͑3͒, the first term on the right-hand side is the sum of all the autocorrelation distributions of the input objects; it appears at the center of the output plane. The second term represents the cross correlations between any pair of input objects. These cross-correlation distributions appear in the output plane at locations that depend on the distances, at the input plane, between the objects participating in each cross-correlation term. Hence, depending on the arrangement of the objects at the input plane, overlapping of the cross-correlation distributions at the output plane may occur. Note that the output plane is symmetric with respect to the main axes origin because the joint-spectrum plane, after the squarelaw conversion, is real, i.e., O͑ xЈ, yЈ͒ ϭ O͑ϪxЈ, ϪyЈ͒.
The previous work on multiple-input-object JTC's 16 mentioned above uses input-object arrangements that generate the desired cross-correlation terms as separate and nonoverlapping distributions. In Section 3 we use the concept of multiple-input-object JTC's from a different point of view, utilizing the overlap of the cross-correlation terms to achieve color pattern recognition.
Multichannel Single-Output Color Joint-Transform Correlator
We propose to utilize the multiple-input-object JTC configuration together with the multichannel colorseparation principles to provide real-time color pattern recognition. Color pattern recognition involves the detection of multiple input scenes and multiple targets ͑one scene-target pair for each color channel involved͒. It could be possible to find an arrangement of objects at the input plane that would lead to the spatial separation of the cross correlations obtained for every scene-target color channel. However, we assume that a superposition of the correlations for every color channel is a more useful approach. To achieve that, we arrange the objects in the input plane as shown in Fig. 1 . This input plane is monochromatic and consists of six gray-scale objects. The three objects in the left side of the input plane are the three RGB color channels ͑ f R , f G , and f B , respectively͒ of the color input scene. The corresponding RGB color channels ͑t r , t g , and t b , respectively͒ of the color target are placed in the righthand side of the input plane. Hence the input plane can be expressed as
The output plane of the JTC is shown in Fig. 2 . It is the graphic representation of the terms of Eq. ͑3͒ with N ϭ 6. There exist at the output plane 36 correlation terms grouped in 15 correlation locations, each location consisting of the coherent addition of a few overlapping cross-correlation terms. The output plane is seen to be symmetric with respect to the main axes origin, as expected from Eq. ͑5͒. The separation between the objects at the input plane is necessary for achieving an output plane as shown in Fig.  2 ͑i.e., without overlap between any correlation locations͒. Thus we require
where S x is the horizontal separation between the input-scene color channels and the target color channels and S y is the vertical separation between the color channels of the input scene. The terms ͑d x , d y ͒ and ͑D x , D y ͒ are the vertical and horizontal sizes of the color target and the color input scene, respectively ͑see Fig. 1͒ . We assume that the size of the input scene is larger than or equal to the size of the target.
The correlation locations that are of interest for the proposed method are the areas around ͑Ϫ2a 0 , 0͒ and ͑2a 0 , 0͒, and they represent the coherent addition of the three cross-correlation terms between the corresponding RGB color channels of the target and the input scene. The correlation location around ͑Ϫ2a 0 , 0͒ has a field distribution of the form (8) where the symbol ͑R͒ denotes correlation. The subscripted letters of the correlation terms denote the objects participating in the correlation term: Capital letters refer to the color channels of the input scene, whereas lowercase letters stand for the color channels of the target. The expression in Eq. ͑8͒ is used, directly after the application of a threshold, as the decision function for detection of the color target in the color input scene. We obtained, optically, the composition of the cross-correlation distributions for all three RGB color channels into a single output function; hence no postprocessing in the output plane is needed. The detector at the output plane located around ͑Ϫ2a 0 , 0͒ detects the intensity of the field distribution in Eq. ͑8͒, resulting in an intensity distribution expressed by
The correlation performance of this intensity distribution is superior when compared with that of the addition of intensities used in other multichannel methods. The last three terms in Eq. ͑9͒ are multiplication terms that enhance the peak value and decrease the sidelobes, hence resulting in a sharper correlation peak. This optical composition decreases the probability of false alarms and, as the computer simulations show, can produce detection even in cases for which the composition of colorchannel intensities fails.
An experimental setup that is capable of performing this multichannel, single-output color JTC operation in real time is shown in Fig. 3 . This setup is the conventional JTC configuration with a liquidcrystal light valve ͑LCLV͒ at the joint-spectrum plane. The readout beam of the LCLV is proportional to the intensity of the joint spectrum. The input plane is an amplitude-only liquid-crystal television ͑LCTV͒ displaying, as a gray scale, the RGB color channels for both the color input scene and the color target. The optically composed correlation distribution is achieved at the output plane around the ϩ1 and Ϫ1 diffraction orders on the XЈ axis.
Computer Simulations
We simulated a JTC setup that utilizes the multichannel, single-output method proposed in this paper. The color input scene was a scanned version of a postal stamp ͑see issue cover͒ of size 140 ϫ 100 pixels and having 164 different colors. This stamp shows three different butterflies ͑different in both shape and color͒ camouflaged in color clutter. The color target was the upper butterfly, which has a size of approximately 40 ϫ 50 pixels. The gray-scale representations of the RGB color channels for the input scene and the target ͑shown in Fig. 4͒ were arranged in a 512 ϫ 512 pixel input plane, according to Eq. ͑6͒. The separation between the objects in the input plane was determined according to condition ͑7͒. However, because of the periodic nature of the discrete Fourier transform, it was also necessary to ensure adequate borders in the input plane to prevent overlap between the correlations in the borders of the output-plane matrix.
To demonstrate the gain obtained by the optical addition of several color channels we performed simulations for the proposed method by using all three RGB color channels ͑input plane composed of six objects͒. In addition, simulations were performed with the use of only two color channels ͑either RG, GB, or RB, with an input plane composed of four objects͒ and with only a single color channel ͑either R, G, or B, with an input plane composed of two objects͒. In all seven cases ͑see the left-hand column of Table 1͒ , the region of interest ͑size, 180 ϫ 150 pixels͒ at the output plane was located around ͑Ϫ2a 0 , 0͒. The results of the computer simulations are given in the righthand column of Table 1 . The results listed in Table  1 give the minimum threshold value ͑in percent͒ at the output plane for which the only visible area in the region of interest is the true correlation peak. The cases for which the true correlation peak was lower than for other pixels in the region of interest were denoted as cases of impossible detection. Figure 5 shows a three-dimensional plot of the region of interest at the output plane for the proposed method ͑see first row of Table 1͒ . It can be seen that the correlation peak is quite distinctive and sharp, in spite of the clutter noise. Table 1 shows that detection based on only a single color channel is impossible for the R or G channel as a result of the dominant color clutter in these two channels, and it is barely possible for the B channel. As we add more color channels to the input plane, the detection capability is improved. When either one of these two low- performance color channels is added to the B channel ͑producing the RB or GB case͒, the minimum detection-threshold value is lowered, and detection is possible. The case combining both the R and G color channels ͑RG case͒ still does not produce detection, although the false-alarm peak value is lowered, and detection is nearly possible. When both the R and G color channels are added to the B channel, detection is possible, and the minimum detection-threshold value is lowered less than 40%. Fig. 4 . Gray-scale representations of the separation into the RGB color channels for the input scene and the target, respectively: ͑a͒ and ͑d͒ show the red ͑R͒ channel; ͑b͒ and ͑e͒ show the green ͑G͒ channel; ͑c͒ and ͑f ͒ show the blue ͑B͒ channel. Fig. 4 showing a three-dimensional plot of the region of interest at the output plane for the proposed method. For comparison, we simulated the conventional multichannel pattern-recognition systems ͑on the basis of digital manipulation of the correlation intensities of every color channel͒ using the same color scene and target. By using a decision algorithm that assumes a true target detection only if a correlation peak appears simultaneously in all three ͑R, G, and B͒ channels, 20 one can produce true detection by applying a threshold value ͑assuming the same threshold value in all three channels͒ ranging from 31% to 65%. Lower threshold values will produce false alarms, whereas higher threshold values will not detect the target. A different type of decision algorithm 20 based on thresholding the sum of the correlation intensities for every color channel can produce true detection only for threshold values higher than 74%. Thus, both of the abovementioned conventional multichannel methods provide a smaller and more limited range of detection-threshold values compared with the proposed method.
Experimental Results
The proposed multichannel, single-output color JTC method was tested experimentally by the use of the same input scene and target that were used for the computer simulations. The gray-scale input plane containing six objects ͑the RGB case from Table 1͒ was displayed on a computer VGA screen and photographed with 35-mm film and a camera. The final size of the input plane on the film was 25 mm ϫ 15 mm.
The intensity of the output plane of the JTC is shown in Fig. 6 , in which we can observe, besides the strong dc value, the cross-correlation terms around the ϩ1 and Ϫ1 diffraction orders along the XЈ and YЈ axes. The region of interest, marked with a rectangle in Fig. 6 , from which we get the optically composed correlation distribution is located around the Ϫ1 diffraction order on the XЈ axis. This correlation distribution has an extremely sharp and distinct peak at the location of the upper butterfly, as expected from the computer simulations. As Fig. 6 shows, the correlation location around the ϩ1 diffraction order on the XЈ axis is symmetric with the marked region of interest, with respect to the main axes origin. Figure 7 demonstrates the sharpness of the correlation peak by showing an intensity profile of the output plane along a line connecting the two correlation peaks and passing through the main axes origin. The experimental results show lower clutter noise and a sharper correlation peak than do the computer-simulation results as a result of the hardclipped square-law-conversion process that increased the contrast of the joint-spectrum plane. 21 
Conclusions
A novel approach for performing color pattern recognition that uses the JTC configuration has been presented. This method produces a single correlation output, as opposed to the output of conventional multichannel configurations for color pattern recognition. Thus, no digital postprocessing in the output plane is needed. This method can easily be implemented in real time by the use of a low-cost amplitude LCTV to display the gray-scale input plane. A conventional monochromatic JTC configuration is used to implement this method, resulting in a compact, simple, and low-cost optical system.
The necessary separation into color channels ͑for instance, RGB͒ is usually generated from commercially available color CCD cameras. These cameras can be connected to the input LCTV directly, with some spatial rearrangement of the different color channels ͑see Fig. 1͒ .
The detection decision can be directly generated by an intensity detector located around the horizontal ϩ1 or Ϫ1 diffraction orders at the output plane and performing only a threshold operation. The correlation performance of the proposed correlator is superior to other multichannel configurations while presenting greater simplicity in both the setup and the detection decision. Cross talk between the RGB color channels is not expected in this JTC system. However, cross talk may occur if the RGB color separation is not ideal.
Computer simulations show explicitly that the performance of the proposed method improves by the employment of more color channels in the input plane. This method was demonstrated by the use of the RGB color-channel separation, but it may be adapted to any multichannel separation. Further investigation with a similar system is underway for recognizing color-distorted objects by the analysis of more cross-correlation locations in the output plane ͑see Fig. 2͒. J. Garcia acknowledges a grant from the Universitat de Valencia. This work was partially supported by the Comision Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnológia under project TAP93-0667-103-03.
